
A voice and nothing more
Early experiences of RjT

AT BROOKLANDS in the summer of 1915,
Major C. E. Prince of the RF.C. wrote
of an air test of his aircraft radio Mk. I
transmitter (now in the Science Museum)
that it gave "some approximation to intel-
ligible speech . . . believed to be the very
first occasion in the world when wireless
speech was received from an aeroplane".
As at the firs t creation of the internal
combustion engine, Jove hurled no thunder-
bolts at the imprudent pioneer, and the
world was never to be quite the .same again.
Maj. Smith was; of course, just the last

link of a chain which stretched back to
James Clerk Maxwell who in 1864 read a
paper to the Royal Society "On a
Dynamical Theory of the Electro-magnetic
Field"-a theoretical demonstration that
electro-magnetic action travels through
space in waves with the velocity of light.
Maxwell was followed by many dis-
tinguished British and foreign scientists
and, penultimately, by Marconi whose
MOl'Se transmitter and receiver gained
world attention. But Morse required skilled
operators, whereas speech could be broad-
cast by anyone (and in the subsequent fifty-
two years some rather odd ones have).

Among the earliest "listeners-in" was
Lord Kitchener who in February 1916
heard air-to-ground speech at St. Omer
behind the lines in France, speech received
through freak conditions also at Lowestoft
Morse interception station, 100 miles away.

Aircraft transmission was, of course,
ideal for experiments, the signals not being
subject to interference from ground fea-
tures. But it had its own problems: the
engine ignition system and noise, vibration,
velocity of air currents, and differences of
air pressure at heights. Maj. Smith pressed
on, helped by a group of officers of the
RF.C. and R.E. Signals Experimental
Establishment, most of whom became
famous, afterwards, in broadcasting days;
but without attracting the attention of
some senior officer who might have en-
visaged urgent operational uses for the
system, such as anti-submarine, or front-
line contact patrol work.
In 1916 Prince produced his Mk. II

transmitter and receiver which gave a'ir/
ground and air/air communication, and
which went into official production in 1917.
The electrical circuit employed was the
"choke control" and it formed the basis for
the design of the 1922 B.B.C. transmitters.

. At this point Trenchard became interested
but, as it appears in his Memo. "Develop-
ment of Aerial Fighting" of 18th December
1917, more as an aid to the control of
massive fighter formations advancing
against, presumably, equally massive enemy
ones. That 'autumn a Flight of No. 11
Squadron was taken off operations for a
week to practise in the air with the new
equipment; but they craftily dropped the
hot potato which was then passed to us of
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No. 22 Squadron, operational in France.
We were to become the first R/T-equipped
squadron and our pilots went in pairs for
a week's course to what the present writer's
logbook notes as "The R.F.C. School of
Wireless Telephony" at Biggin Hill.

One must admit that the proximity of
London lingers in memory more clearly
than efforts to learn the mysteries of black
boxes as one flapped round in cast-off
B.E.2c's shouting into sawn-off telephones,
and that much of the course took place at
the Cafe Royale, the Empress Rooms and
the RF.C. Club.
Back in France, wireless officers started

installing sets in our Bristol Fighters, the
three Flight 'commander's machines having
transmitters and all others receivers only.
But the German "push" of March 1918
gave us some reprieve and OUr secret
'apparatus was hurried to the rear for fear
of capture, being reinstalled in May when
the flap was over. Apart from Biggin and
the use of valves as bedside reading lamps,
the whole thing was unpopular. An air-
driven dynamo and 46 lb. deadweight was
added to already overloaded machines;
there were 120-ft. trailing aerials with
2t-Ib. lead weights which swung round
heads and propellers during fighting
manoeuvres; and the special earphone
helmets were not only regarded supersti-
tiously as fatal substitutes for personal
ones, but were painful to the ears at height.

However, some day in June I happened
to be taking the first patrol and so had
the dubious honour of introducing the thing
to the public, represented by German and
British Morse operators, the latter already
having been amazed at actually "hearing
talking on the wireless", 'although we our-
selves were not aware at the time that
Morse stations could receive us. It soon
became evident that the Germans were
annoyed at the British lead in this field,
though if they could have foreseen the use
put to broadcasting by the future leaders
of the Third Reich they might not have
been so enthusiastic. Their Army Orders
offered large rewards to those who retrieved
"even the smallest piece" of R/T equip-
ment from crashed British aircraft, and'
their pilots a fortnight's extra leave for
shooting one down on German territory.

For a time we three flight commanders,
distinguishable by the streamers at our
tails, were harried from pillar to post when
over the lines, though we would have been
happy to present the sets for even the
smallest consideration. There being no
ground/air stations at that time there was
no vectoring on to an enemy formation,
and in combat the process of telephony was
too slow. On the brighter side, and after
'being taught that Morse stations could
receive me by reason of a high-pitched
shriek which nearly split my eardrums dur-
ing an unkind song about Teutons, it was

amusing to be able -to pass messages of
misleading advice to one's favourite A.A.
batteries-s-Vitry, Bap=ume, and particu-
larly to the highly efficient ones round the
Met. Works 'at La Bassee, But it never
occurred to do so to German pilots; I
suppose one preferred to think of the "Hun
in the Sun" as just a dangerous machine-
without a human occupant.

By its nature broadcasting cannot be
secret and soon we were visited by many
senior officers of all arms who wanted to
hear "wireless talking". One U.S, General
newly ar-rived in France was asked, after a
special show put on for him :

"Did you hear the pilot distinctly, sir?"
"Yeah, very, very clearly and distinctly;

I heard your buddy singing a vulgar song
-MOST remarkable."

My own contribution to the song and
aerobatic routine has remained a happy
memory throughout my life, for I am, I
suppose, the only one to have sung an old
English song of the ruder sort to a full
General on what was, in effect, a parade-
and got away with it.

General Sir H. Plumer, commanding
the Second Army in France, was one of
those Englishmen so baffling to the simple
cartoonist or foreigner. Short, tubby, pink-
cheeked, white-whiskered and an eyeglass,
he was more than Col. Blimp. But there
was something chilling in those blue eyes,
which made my later lapse a little careless.

With earphones clamped and standing
at the door of the wireless hut, he watched
as I took up my Flight to carry out
manoeuvres by R/T command. At once I
found that my followers were not receiving,
though ground signals indicated that
General Plumer 'and his Staff were: I pro-
ceeded therefore to carry out formation drill
by the old method of warning flicks of the
wings, while chanting the orders into the
mike for the benefit of those below. Finally
growing bored with this deception I sang:

"Jogging along to Salisbury one fine day,
I met a pretty maiden jogging along

my way;" And so on.
On landing, I approached the distin-

guished visitors and was met by the
General whose eyeglass twinkled as he said,
"Well done, my boy, that was very good.
And that song, 'Jogging along to Salisbury'
eh? H'm, I haven't beard that since I was
at school forty years ago."
A year after the war, Major Smith said

in an address to the. Institution of Electrical
Engineers, "I cannot dissemble a feeling
of satisfaction that the British Royal Flying
Corps was jhe pioneer in a subject which
has subsequently become of international
importance."

At the same time I was employed on the
R.A.F. air mail between England and the
Rhine. A chain of ground/air stations had
been erected for R/T-equipped machines in
need of help over the difficult Ardennes-
Eiffel route. I myself had no R/T and had
reverted to the age of innocence. On top
of the six or eight mailbags in the back seat
of my "Nine Ack" was '3 small crate and
in it nestled two carrier pigeons. '
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